Pressure-actuated microfluidic devices for electrophoretic separation of pre-term birth biomarkers
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Abstract We have developed microfluidic devices with pressure-driven injection for electrophoretic analysis of amino acids, peptides, and proteins. The novelty of our approach lies in the use of an externally actuated on-chip peristaltic pump and closely spaced pneumatic valves that allow well-defined, small-volume sample plugs to be injected and separated by microchip electrophoresis. We fabricated three-layer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microfluidic devices. The fluidic layer had injection and separation channels, and the control layer had an externally actuated on-chip peristaltic pump and four pneumatic valves around the T-intersection to carry out sample injection. An unpatterned PDMS membrane layer was sandwiched between the fluidic and control layers as the actuated component in pumps and valves. Devices with the same peristaltic pump design but different valve spacings (100, 200, 300, and 400 μm) from the injection intersection were fabricated using soft lithographic techniques. Devices were characterized through fluorescent imaging of captured plugs of a fluorescein-labeled amino acid mixture and through microchip electrophoresis separations. A suitable combination of peak height, separation efficiency, and analysis time was obtained with a peristaltic pump actuation rate of 50 ms, an injection time of 30 s, and a 200-μm valve spacing. We demonstrated the injection of samples in different solutions and were able to achieve a 2.4-fold improvement in peak height and a 2.8-fold increase in separation efficiency through sample stacking. A comparison of pressure-driven injection and electrokinetic injection with the same injection time and separation voltage showed a 3.9-fold increase in peak height in pressure-based injection with comparable separation efficiency. Finally, the microchip systems were used to separate biomarkers implicated in pre-term birth. Although these devices have initially been demonstrated as a stand-alone microfluidic separation tool, they have strong potential to be integrated within more complex systems.
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Introduction

Micro total analysis systems (μTAS) are of interest for chemical and biological studies and hold the promise of portable, rapid, sensitive, and inexpensive point-of-care analysis [1–3]. To realize this goal, integration of multiple processes, such as chemical reactions, analyte capture, extraction, and labeling, and sample mixing, transport, separation, and detection on a miniaturized platform, is important [3–5]. Many studies have been performed in this direction, including on-chip sample pre-concentration and labeling for protein analysis [6], integration of microchip electrophoresis with immunofinity extraction for multiple biomarker detection in human serum [7],
development of an integrated platform for the extraction and quantification of ovarian cancer cells from whole blood [8], construction of a simple platform for pesticide detection [9], and a chip-based integrated system for DNA sample preparation and amplification to detect pathogens in food samples [10].

Microchip electrophoresis (μCE) is a powerful component of many miniaturized analysis systems [3, 11–13]. Standard μCE device operation requires the analyte to be loaded into the injection intersection, which can be done by applying either voltage or pressure across the injection channel [14]. Most studies have used electrokinetic injection for reasons such as device fabrication ease, automated and simple operation, and established theoretical models [11, 15–17]. However, electrokinetic injection also has several downsides: it is ineffective with either low- or high-conductivity samples, analyte loading is biased by electrophoretic mobilities for short injection times (tens of seconds, depending on device layout and analytes), and it becomes increasingly difficult to implement effectively as integrated designs become more complex [11, 14, 18].

One potential solution to these challenges with electrokinetic injection is to use pressure-driven injection. Hydrodynamic injection has been used in the separation of model neurotransmitters [19] and studies of hydrophobic ligand binding [20]; however, the sample was injected using off-chip pressure, and the microfluidic devices lacked the on-chip controls needed to automate sample movement. An on-chip pump and valve architecture can provide small-volume control, improving analysis. In some applications, microfluidic devices were manufactured with pneumatic valves to guide sample movement, but pressure was applied through an external syringe pump, which generated large dead volumes [21–25]. Bowen et al. [26] advanced this concept further by developing a microfluidic device with an externally actuated on-chip peristaltic pump and pneumatic valves to perform μCE with electrochemical detection of neurotransmitters. Although that work provided a strong foundation for externally actuated on-chip pressure-based control of injection for μCE, the sample plug size was affected by the injection time, and longer injection times increased sample diffusion into the separation channel. Furthermore, although the reversible sealing between poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and glass allowed multiple uses and cleaning between assays, the robustness of the PDMS glass bond was a limitation. Herein, we demonstrate a three-layer PDMS microfluidic device that pumps sample to the injector and captures a defined sample plug using four externally actuated pneumatic valves surrounding the intersection. These devices operate with fast pump actuation times (<50 ms) and provide consistent results with long (~2 min) injection times, generating precise, discrete, and reproducible sample plugs.

Pre-term birth (PTB) is the most common complication of pregnancy and is considered to be the primary cause of newborn deaths and illnesses [27–29]. PTB risk can be predicted weeks before contractions occur through the detection of specific molecular markers in bodily fluids [30]; recently, a serum biomarker panel of three peptides and six proteins was demonstrated to provide specific (~80%) and sensitive (~90%) prediction of a pre-term delivery occurring four or more weeks later [31–33]. In this work, we optimized the fabrication of multi-layer PDMS microfluidic devices for PTB biomarker analysis. The fluidic layer had injection and separation channels, and the control layer had a peristaltic pump and four pneumatic valves around the T-intersection to carry out sample injection and plug capture. An unpatterned PDMS membrane was sandwiched between the fluidic and control layers as the actuated component in the pump and valves. Microchips with the same peristaltic pump design but different valve spacings (100, 200, 300, and 400 μm) from the T-intersection were manufactured. Devices were characterized by fluorescent imaging of a captured plug of a fluorescein-labeled amino acid mixture and through μCE separations. We found that a pump actuation rate of 50 ms, a 30-s injection time, and a 200-μm valve spacing provided a suitable combination of peak height, separation efficiency, and speed of analysis. We demonstrated the ability to inject samples prepared in different solutions and achieved a 2.4-fold improvement in signal and 2.8-fold increase in separation efficiency through field-amplified stacking. A comparison between pressure-driven and electrokinetic injection with the same injection time and separation voltage showed a 3.9-fold increase in peak height with pressure-driven injection. Finally, we used these devices to separate two model biomarkers that are implicated in pre-term birth. These studies form a strong foundation for subsequent development of a more highly integrated microfluidic system for PTB biomarker determination.

**Experimental section**

**Chemicals and materials**

Hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), arginine, phenylalanine-alanine (FA), phenylalanine-glycine-glycine-phenylalanine (FGGF), glycine-glycine-tyrosine-arginine (GGYR), and di-methyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sodium bicarbonate and glycine were obtained from EMD Chemical (Gibbstown, NJ), and phenylalanine was purchased from Spectrum Chemical (Garden, CA). Ferritin was purchased from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA), and fluorescein-labeled peptide 1 was obtained from GenScript USA (Piscataway, NJ). PDMS base and curing agent used to make the devices were obtained from Dow Chemical (Midland, MI). AZ P4620 and SU-8 2025
photoresists, used for fluidic and control layer template fabrication, were purchased from EMD Millipore (Somerville, NJ) and MicroChem (Westborough, MA), respectively. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) used to label the analytes was purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA). All solutions were made in deionized (DI) water filtered by a Barnstead Water Purifier (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA).

**Microchip design**

Microfluidic chips were designed using CleWin software (Informer Technologies, Shingle Springs, CA) with the layout shown in Fig. 1a. Each microfluidic chip had three layers of PDMS (Fig. 1b). The bottom was a fluidic layer with 100 μm wide injection and separation channels having sample (S), sample waste (SW), buffer (B), and buffer waste (BW) reservoirs. The distance between the S, SW, and B reservoirs and the T-intersection was 1 cm, whereas the distance from the BW reservoir to the T-intersection was 1.5 cm. The middle layer was a ~30-μm-thick unpatterned membrane, actuated to manipulate fluid. The top control layer had a three-valve peristaltic pump and four pneumatic valves surrounding the intersection for plug capture. The width of all pneumatic valves was 150 μm, and the spacing between the peristaltic pump valves was 150 μm. Four different valve designs with 100, 200, 300, and 400 μm spacing from the T-intersection were used to capture the sample plug.

**Device fabrication**

Device layers were fabricated using soft lithography [26] and were thermally bonded. A 10-cm-diameter, 0.6-mm-thick bare silicon wafer (Silicon Desert, Tempe, AZ) was used to make the lithographic masters (Fig. 2a). To remove the native oxide, the silicon wafers were etched using buffer oxide etchant (Transene, Danvers, MA) for 30 s. Thermally dried wafers were exposed to hexamethyldisilazane (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA) vapor for 5 min, followed by application of AZ P4620 or SU-8 2025 photoresist for fluidic or control layer master fabrication, respectively. Photoresist-coated wafers were exposed to UV light through design masks in a Karl Suss MA 150 mask aligner (Karl Suss America, Waterbury, VT) as shown in Fig. 2b. Wafers were then developed in AZ 400K (AZ Electronics, Somerville, NJ) or SU-8 (Microchem, Newton, MA) developer solution for fluidic or control layers, respectively (Fig. 2c). After a post-development bake at 150 °C for 5 min, the silicon masters were ready for PDMS pattern transfer, and each silicon master had four device designs on it.

Before PDMS processing, the masters were silanized using tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl-1-trichlorosilane vapor (Gelest, Morrisville, PA) at 80 °C for 10 min. A mixture of PDMS base and curing agent (4:1) was poured on the silanized fluidic and control masters and thermally cured at 80 °C for 1 h (Fig. 2d). For the unpatterned PDMS membrane layer, a mixture of PDMS base and curing agent (20:1) was spun (2,500 rpm, 1 min) on a silanized silicon wafer followed by baking at 80 °C for 1 h. Thermally cured control and fluidic PDMS layers were peeled off, and individual devices were cut out (Fig. 2e). The depth of control and fluidic layer channels was ~28 and ~20 μm, respectively. For the control layer, injection holes were punched using a 22-gauge blunt end needle (Jenson Global, Santa Barbara, CA) that allowed the solenoid tubes to be inserted inside. After hole punching, the control layer was stamp-coated with a thin film of PDMS curing agent and thermally bonded to the unpatterned PDMS membrane at 80 °C for 1 h (Fig. 2f). The bonded control/membrane assembly was aligned under an in-house built optical inspection microscope with the fluidic layer also stamp-coated with a thin film of PDMS curing agent and thermally bonded at 80 °C for 1 h (Fig. 2g). At this stage, reservoir holes were punched in the three-layer structure device using a 2.5-mm-diameter biopsy needle (Miltex, York, PA). For operational convenience, 20:1 PDMS was coated and thermally cured on a glass slide at 80 °C for 1 h. The three-layer device was then bonded to this PDMS-coated glass slide at 80 °C for 1 h (Fig. 2h) and was ready for electrophoretic separation and fluorescence detection experiments.
Experimental setup

A microfluidic device was secured on the stage of a Nikon Eclipse TE 300 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY), and connections to solenoids were made using plastic tubing. Voltage was applied to the solution reservoirs using platinum electrodes connected to a power supply (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). Laser-induced fluorescence detection was performed in a system with 488 nm laser excitation (JDSU, Shenzhen, China), and a photomultiplier tube (PMT; Hamamatsu, Japan), for point detection or a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (CoolSnap HQ; Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) for plug capture imaging [6, 15]. The on-chip pump and valves were actuated by external pressure applied through a ten valve solenoid manifold (Clippard Instrument, Cincinnati, OH) controlled with LabView software (National Instruments, Austin, TX) through a home-built electronic circuit. Plastic tubing was filled with the colored dye solution, and on-chip connections were made thereafter. A 30-psi actuation pressure was applied to close the pneumatic valves, and a separation voltage of +1,000 V was used for μCE. Laser-induced fluorescence detection was done at a 1-cm distance from the T-intersection. All the data were analyzed using an algorithm developed in MATLAB software.

Device operation

All samples loaded in devices were prepared in 10 mM bicarbonate buffer (BCB, pH 10.1), unless stated otherwise. For labeling, analyte solutions were mixed 9:1 by volume with 10 mM FITC in DMSO and were allowed to react overnight. Before experimentation, every device was washed with 2-propanol, DI water, and 10 mM BCB, with vacuum drying between each step. Subsequently, the devices were filled with running buffer (20 mM BCB, 15 mM NaCl, 0.01 % HPC, pH 10) and allowed to sit for 5 min. For typical device operation, the separation channel valves were closed, while injection valves were left open, followed by peristaltic pump actuation (see Fig. 3a). After a set injection time, the peristaltic pump was shut off and the injection valves were closed, thus capturing the sample plug as shown in Fig. 3b. The inset photograph shows all four valves closed (400 μm spacing). Immediately thereafter, the separation valves were opened followed by the application of the separation voltage (see Fig. 3c). Under the applied voltage, the sample plug moved down the channel and its fluorescence was probed at the detection point. For comparison, μCE was also performed with a pinched sample injection [34, 35].
using a PDMS device with 200 μm valve spacing but without actuating the peristaltic pump and valves. Here, the injection voltage was +500 V at SW with all other reservoirs grounded, and the separation voltage was +1,000 V at BW, with S and SW at +500 V and B grounded.

Results and discussion

Optimization of pump actuation rate and injection time

We studied the effects of pump actuation rate and sample injection time on separation performance in these devices. As seen in Fig. 4a, we separated FITC-labeled glycine and arginine by μCE. Figure 4b shows the variation in peak height and number of theoretical plates for the glycine peak. For the 50-ms actuation rate, the peak height increased going from 5 to 30 s injection time but then remained flat for longer injection times. For the 100-ms actuation rate, the peak height had a gradual, small increase going from 15 to 120 s injection times. The number of theoretical plate data showed a small variation of about the same magnitude as the standard deviation for both 50 and 100 ms actuation rates, with no clear trend as a function of injection time. Figure 4c shows the peak height and theoretical plate data for arginine; the same patterns as for glycine were observed. Considering the data, we chose a 50-ms actuation rate and 30-s injection time for future experiments because this provided a good combination of analysis speed, peak height, and number of theoretical plates.
Valve spacing optimization

Our devices offer the flexibility of capturing different volume plugs depending on the design, thus offering advantages for miniaturized separation. The selection of valve spacing was expected to affect both the peak height and separation efficiency. Valve spacing was optimized by separating a mixture of FITC-labeled FA, FGGF, and GGYR (each 300 nM). Baseline-resolved, vertically offset, microchip electropherograms for the separation of these peptides are shown as a function of valve spacing in Fig. 5a. The migration time of analytes varied somewhat with different valve spacings, possibly because of small differences in the distance from the injector to where detection was performed. Figure 5b shows the peak height as a function of valve spacing for the three peptides. The data show a maximum peak height for all the peptides at a 200-μm valve spacing, with slightly smaller heights for 100, 300, or 400 μm spacing. We note that the difference in peak heights is not large and that there is some scatter in the data as well. With the 100-μm valve spacing, the decrease in peak height relative to the 200-μm spacing is probably due to the smaller quantity of sample injected. The decrease in peak height for the 300- and 400-μm valve spacing is possibly due to plug dilution during injection because the loading process does not fully fill the space between the two separation valves. Fluorescent CCD images of a fluorescein-labeled glycine, phenylalanine, and arginine mixture (3 μM each) in Fig. 5d support this hypothesis: the fluorescent plug length is essentially the same for 200, 300, and 400 μm valve spacings. Figure 5c shows the number of theoretical plates as a function of valve spacing for the three peptides. The number of theoretical plates shows a much less pronounced variation with valve spacing, compared to peak heights. Indeed, the magnitude of the standard deviations of number of theoretical plates exceeds the differences for various valve spacings, indicating moderate reproducibility and that the number of theoretical plates has limited dependence on valve spacing in our experiments. The number of theoretical plates in μCE depends on several factors, including diffusion, injected plug length, and other dispersive factors [34]. Figure 5d shows that the injected plug lengths are essentially the same for 200–400 μm valve spacing, which may help explain why the number of theoretical plates is not affected significantly by valve spacing. Alternatively, if peak dispersion inherent to using PDMS as a device material is the main constraint for the number of theoretical plates, then the theoretical plate counts would likewise have limited dependence on valve spacing. Based on the improved peak height with 200 μm valve spacing, this design parameter was chosen for future studies.

Effects of sample stacking

In the previous experiments, the sample solutions were made through serial dilution from 1 mM stock in 10 mM BCB, which had a different ionic strength from the running buffer (20 mM BCB, 15 mM NaCl, 0.01 % HPC, pH 9.8). Thus, we studied the effects of sample stacking. Figure 6a shows μCE of FITC-labeled glycine and arginine (200 nM each)
prepared in either 10 mM BCB or running buffer. A comparison of peak height shows increases of 2.4- and 2.1-fold for glycine and arginine, respectively, in 10 mM BCB where stacking occurs compared to running buffer. A comparison of the number of theoretical plates shows 2.8- and 1.6-fold increases for glycine and arginine, respectively, in 10 mM BCB compared to running buffer. A similar stacking experiment was performed with peptide 1 in running buffer, 10 mM BCB, and 1 mM BCB as shown in the microchip electropherograms in Fig. 6b. A comparison of peak height shows 1.7- and 1.2-fold increases in signal for the samples in 1 mM BCB and 10 mM BCB, respectively, compared with running buffer. A comparison of the number of theoretical plates shows 1.7- and 1.5-fold increases for the samples in 1 mM BCB and 10 mM BCB, respectively, compared with running buffer. Pressure-driven injection successfully facilitates the μCE analysis of samples of different ionic strength; with decreasing conductivity, a significant improvement in the number of theoretical plates as well as peak height is obtained. Although stacking is possible with electrokinetic injection, applying voltages to solutions with different conductance values complicates device operation; in contrast, our approach provides direct stacking of sample only in the separation channel.

Comparison with electrokinetic injection

Our pressure-driven injection approach has several advantages. The injection is not biased by analyte mobilities even at very short (<5 s) injection times, the injected plug volume can be controlled through valve spacing, and injection can be performed on solutions over a range of ionic strengths. To highlight some of these benefits, we compared pressure-driven injection to conventional pinched electrokinetic injection [34, 35]. Figure 7 shows microchip electropherograms of FITC-labeled FA, FGGF, and GGYR for 30 s pressure-driven and electrokinetic injections. A comparison of peak height shows 3.5-, 3.1-, and 3.9-fold increases for FA, FGGF, and GGYR, respectively, for pressure-driven compared to electrokinetic injection with the same injection time and separation voltage. The greater peak heights for pressure-based injection can be explained by comparing the sample volumes loaded. The sample volume injected using our method (~300 pL, defined by valve spacing) is a factor of 5 greater than the volume loaded in electrokinetic injection (~60 pL, defined by the intersection volume). On the other hand, the number of theoretical plates for all three peaks was essentially the same for both injection methods. Our results show that pressure-driven injection can improve signal in μCE compared to pinched injection, while keeping similar separation efficiency.

PTB biomarker separation

Finally, to demonstrate the applicability of these devices for real samples, we separated a mixture of FITC-labeled PTB biomarkers, peptide 1 and ferritin, as shown in Fig. 8. The peptide 1 peak is narrower than the ferritin peak, most likely because peptide 1 has only one amine group while ferritin has multiple amines that can be labeled. The PTB biomarker peaks are resolved but not to baseline; this might be due to
we showed $\mu$ increased significantly for pressure-driven injection. Finally, a comparable number of theoretical plates, the peak height same injection time and separation voltage; we found that with tween pressure-driven and electrokinetic injection for the number of theoretical plates. A comparison was made between pressure-driven and electrokinetic injection for the effects of stacking and determined that a decrease in the sample conductivity increased the peak height as well as the number of theoretical plates. We evaluated four different valve spacings (100, 200, 300, and 400 $\mu$m) and chose 200 $\mu$m as providing the best peak height. We also studied the effects of stacking and determined that a decrease in the sample conductivity increased the peak height as well as the number of theoretical plates. A comparison was made between pressure-driven and electrokinetic injection for the same injection time and separation voltage; we found that with a comparable number of theoretical plates, the peak height increased significantly for pressure-driven injection. Finally, we showed $\mu$CE analysis of two pre-term birth biomarkers, ferritin and peptide 1, in <1 min using pressure-driven injection.

Key advantages of our approach are the elimination of the mobility bias in injection; control of the volume of injected plug through designed valve spacings; and the ability to inject samples in various solutions, facilitating sample stacking, for example. Our method leads to more than a threefold increase in peak height relative to conventional electrokinetic injection. The use of PDMS to make devices may eventually limit their applicability and performance. However, we note that we have recently developed alternate materials for microfluidic valves that may address this concern [36, 37].

Currently, we are developing a fully integrated microfluidic device for pre-term birth diagnosis, such that future work will involve the optimization and integration of pressure-driven injection with other sample preparation operations. Notably, although this work is directed at building an integrated device for rapid determination of pre-term birth risk, the general nature of our approach should be broadly applicable for various other biomarkers associated with diseases.
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Conclusions

We have developed microfluidic devices with pressure-driven injection for electrophoretic separation and fluorescence detection. The devices have three-layer PDMS construction with a channel fluidic layer, a thin membrane layer, and a control layer with a peristaltic pump and pneumatic valves for sample injection. We studied the effects of the peristaltic pump actuation rate and injection time and chose a 50-ms actuation rate and a 30-s injection time that offered a good combination of speed, peak height, and number of theoretical plates (as much as 500,000 plates/m or more). We evaluated four different valve spacings (100, 200, 300, and 400 $\mu$m) and chose 200 $\mu$m as providing the best peak height. We also studied the effects of stacking and determined that a decrease in the sample conductivity increased the peak height as well as the number of theoretical plates. A comparison was made between pressure-driven and electrokinetic injection for the same injection time and separation voltage; we found that with a comparable number of theoretical plates, the peak height increased significantly for pressure-driven injection. Finally, we showed $\mu$CE analysis of two pre-term birth biomarkers, ferritin and peptide 1, in <1 min using pressure-driven injection.

Key advantages of our approach are the elimination of the mobility bias in injection; control of the volume of injected plug through designed valve spacings; and the ability to inject samples in various solutions, facilitating sample stacking, for example. Our method leads to more than a threefold increase in peak height relative to conventional electrokinetic injection. The use of PDMS to make devices may eventually limit their
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